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------------------------ ClassPoint is a program that enables you to add high-quality surveys, quizzes and annotations to your PowerPoint slides. ClassPoint is
a low-cost solution, which is simple to use. You can use this tool to add multi-choice questions to your PowerPoint slides. Also, you can add in-slide
annotations, add photos, and enable users to add their feedback and answers. How it works: -------------- ClassPoint takes advantage of PowerPoint's
template and template categories. Therefore, whenever a PowerPoint slide is opened for editing, ClassPoint will be automatically integrated into the slide.
After the ClassPoint formatting is applied to the slide, it will be saved automatically in the same location as the underlying template (i.e. under the \Inknow
Classpoint\Templates folder). ClassPoint also has a clickable highlight in the title bar. After clicking the highlight, a new window will open up in front of
the underlying slide. Inside this window are five major options: Settings, Survey, Question, Label, and Images. While the settings can be accessed through
the'menu', the rest of the options are only available by clicking on the'menu' or clicking on the corresponding icon. Clicking on any of these options, you
will see that the corresponding button will appear next to the 'layout' part of your PowerPoint slide. However, please note that after using ClassPoint, a new
option is added to the original slide, which makes it more convenient for you to make amendments to the slide's original format without have to do any
additional efforts. For instance, you can add a photo to your slide or add a note. To do this, click on the 'Add Files' icon next to the 'Question' and 'Images'
icon. You will then see that the Add Files icon will be added to the slide (as shown in the image). Finally, now that you have created your add-ins, it is time
to add your slide to PowerPoint. To do this, you must first align your slide with the template that you want to use. To do this, simply go to the Template
Category where you want to start working and click on the 'Add' button. As soon as you have aligned your slide and the template, you can then save the
slide. By doing so, your slide and the template will be saved in the same directory (as shown in the image below). Applying ClassPoint's settings:
------------------------------ When you are

ClassPoint [Win/Mac] 2022 [New]

Language: Programming Language: Storage: File size: 31,036KB 62.5 MB ClassPoint is an excel file that was made for Microsoft Office PowerPoint and
can be used to make your PowerPoint slides more interactive. ClassPoint helps you to do multi-variant quizzes and surveys, as well as anything related to
PowerPoint formatting. ClassPoint Description: Language: Programming Language: Storage: File size: 29,817KB 41.3 MB The InKnow ClassPoint is not
only the first class planning tool, but also the first quality assurance tool for teachers, trainers, and presenters. Here’s what you can do: * Customize slides *
Add questions, pictures, videos * Edit text, graphics and existing classes * Add tables, filters, layouts * Mark highlights or share them on social networks *
Add interactive and informative visual activities to your slides InKnow Classpoint - PowerPoint Enhancer InKnow ClassPoint - PowerPoint Enhancer is not
only the first class planning tool, but also the first quality assurance tool for teachers, trainers, and presenters. Here’s what you can do: * Customize slides *
Add questions, pictures, videos * Edit text, graphics and existing classes * Add tables, filters, layouts * Mark highlights or share them on social networks *
Add interactive and informative visual activities to your slides This PowerPoint Add-in enhances the commonly used presentation method - the presenter.
You can create, edit and preview powerpoint slides, right from inside PowerPoint. This is a 5 minute fix to PowerPoint, not a mega-project. F2P
(File->Presentation) on the ribbon --> PowerPoint - Add In Description of InKnow is: InKnow Add-in, a PowerPoint add-in that allows you to create and
edit PowerPoint slides from within Microsoft PowerPoint. What’s special about this add-in? This PowerPoint add-in allows you to create and edit
PowerPoint slides from within Microsoft PowerPoint. What’s not special about this add-in? This PowerPoint add-in doesn’t come with all of the features
you will expect to be part of your PowerPoint add-in – only its core features. What can this add-in do? This PowerPoint add-in provides 09e8f5149f
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PowerPoint Enhancer that provides a Visual Environment for better Qualitative & Quantitative Surveys as well as Multi-Variant Quizzes. PowerPoint is an
excellent slide-making software, and ClassPoint will enhance it. ClassPoint allows users to format the slides and add dynamic elements that are
representative of this software, which is a very important feature for any PowerPoint release. Also, ClassPoint comes with a customizable survey builder,
and its default app will help to produce quick and customized surveys with ease. Lastly, ClassPoint is a multi-platform program that runs on both Windows
and Mac. It's a simple and useful PowerPoint enhancer for Microsoft PowerPoint 2017, 2016, 2019, and 365. Program features ClassPoint is compatible
with Microsoft PowerPoint 2010, 2013, 2016, 2019, and 365, and it will enhance the functionality, design, and look of the slides. The tool makes it
possible for the user to design and create surveys and quizzes, which includes multi-variant surveys, multi-question quizzes, questionnaires, and question
library. The interface of ClassPoint is quite simple. The main window is composed of four distinct sections. Within the 'Survey Builder', the tool allows the
user to create custom content, and this is where the real fun begins. For example, in the 'Question Library', you can access tools that will help you develop
questions and read their answers. You will also have the ability to build your own questionnaires, and that can be a lot of fun. In the 'Form Designer', users
can write and customize surveys on their own, and in the 'View' and 'Share' tabs, you will find all the customizable options that the software has to offer.
Once you have finished making your designs, it is important to note that you should save them as separate data (PDF). If you want to remove the option
from the auto-save, all you need to do is make a few clicks to the 'File' tab and switch off the 'Create Auto-Save Files On Exit'. Also, if you prefer not to
have the option of starting the program from the beginning, you must choose the 'Always Launch this Program' option. Time matters Nowadays, education
is booming, and a lot of emphasis is placed on the need of trainers to optimize their content and, furthermore, to be as professional as possible. This is
precisely why ClassPoint is an awesome PowerPoint enhancer that will help you manage your PowerPoint presentations in an easier way. The

What's New In?

ClassPoint is a PowerPoint Enhancer that allows educators and teachers to easily redraw existing PowerPoint presentations and easily making them more
interactive. It is designed with PowerPoint 2013 or later versions, and creates interactive slides using one or more 'callout' frames. The easiest way to start
and most powerful way to create customizable PowerPoint slides. Some of the new functionality is available in PowerPoint 2013, while other requires that
you have PowerPoint 2010, 2011, or 2013. ClassPoint can also redraw or change the background and foreground colors of the existing slides, add elements
like images, shapes, charts, and buttons, and allow users to enter their own data and 'annotate' various PowerPoint features. For example, ClassPoint allows
you to make questionnaires and type the answers, make colored images to be embedded into the slides, edit the backgrounds and foreground colors, and
change the general settings of the PowerPoint slides. Advantages Interactive slides, 'callout' frames, and high-quality materials can be created easily with
ClassPoint It gives you options to add more 'callout' frames on the slides to place images or to add different questions In one single touch, it has a feature
that allows you to add images, buttons, shapes, and charts to the slides easily Advantages in Previous Versions ClassPoint for PowerPoint 2010, 2011, and
2013 can integrate with the slides that you have and work on them easily If you have PowerPoint 2010, 2011, or 2013 and you are interested in any of the
above, ClassPoint provides for you a free full version! Features Add images and colors to the slides Add logos and pictures Add more callout frames for
placing pictures or data Add shapes Can add text, text boxes, and various icons for creating meaningful slides Editable settings to add texts and images and
customize the look and feel Multi-different visual styles and customizable colors Various different fonts styles and options Can easily add backgrounds and
foreground colors to the slides If you want, you can add shapes, texts, or pictures to the slides Advantages over other programs ClassPoint uses PowerPoint
2013 and 2010 It is available at no cost even on the Microsoft website ClassPoint is free and it can be extended with the use of add-ons Sample files User
guide Free options
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System Requirements:

Minimum specifications: OS: WinXP SP2/Win7/Win8 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core i3-2100 (dual core, 1.5GHz) / AMD Phenom II X4 945 (3.0GHz)
Memory: 1 GB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 HDD: 5 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible with Windows 7 and later OpenGL: Version
2.0 compatible with Windows 7
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